APRENDE AHORA  
(Learn Now)  
Spanish Schools

Join our Spanish Immersion Trip

Where  Puerto Plata, Dominican Republic

When August 6 – 17, 2018
Classes are 20 hours per week = total of 40 hours

Costs
Base cost $ 375.00 U.S. per week
Transportation $ 25.00 U.S. per week

Accommodations
Option A: Hotel Lomar  $ 45.00/day single room (not including meals)
Option B: Iberostar Hotels & Resorts  $ 117.00/day single room (including meals)
Option C: Iberostar Hotels & Resorts  $ 160.00/day double occupancy (including meals)

Additional Activities  beach, mountain trails, bike & horseback riding, ecological sightseeing, cultural & historic sights, wind surfing, as well as day trips to other parts of DR like Sosua, Cabarete, Santiago or Samana at additional cost.

Travel Flights should arrive at Gregorio Luperón, (aka La Union) International Airport in Puerto Plata, Dominican Republic (POP) or Cibao International Airport in Santiago, Dom. Rep. (STI).

Taxi fare: $ 40.00 each way La Union Airport to Puerto Plata; $ 80.00 each way Cibao Airport.

Arrangements will be made for pick up after arrival in Dominican Republic and drop off before departure back to the United States.

Contact Father Salvador Ros fatherros40@yahoo.com or 732-882-3029 to register.